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ABSTRACT 
This pqm pments a rasterbased algorithm for 

reconstruction of 3-D terrain data from contour 
information appearing on the conventional 2-D map The 
height of an interior point between two neighboring 
contam is defined by a linear interpolation formula 
wt.lose variables are the height of those contours arid 
distance from the point to the contours. The distance 
from an interior mint to the contour is computed by 
using the distance transformation operation The distance 
transformation is a rasterbased operation which 
computes the value of a pixel using the values of 
neighboring pixels. So our algorithm has the advantage of 
easy mplenrntation, and it is fast since it performs d y  
simple computation during raster scanning. Also the 
experimtal results show that the reconstructed terrain 
p-esaves faithfully the terrain information appearing on 
the contour map. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The 3-D terrain data have been used effectively by 
GIS(Gmgraphical Information System) for several decades 
for many purposes such as  displaying the terrain in 
med or shaded form, and planning automatically the 
roads or missile p t h s  [I, 21. So, in map data -sing, 
how to obtain these terrain data is one of the rnqjor 
problems [31. 

W ~ t h  stereo vision technique which uses two or mxe 
aerial photographs, we can obtain terrain data for a 
particular area. One of the most difficult problem in this 
technique is the correspondence problem which is not 
solved completely yet [41. Another difficulty is the large 
cost required in acquiring the source irnages by airplane 
or satellite. Alternative solution is to use contour 
information on the conventional pm maps which 
represents the taTain information implicitly. In this 
solution. the main point is how to intaQolate height value 
at an interior point from the height values and shapes of 
the neighboring contours. 

The method m l y  used considers points on the 
contours as randomly distributed and applies spatial 
intaplation algorithms like IGiging algorithm [2]. It does 
not use the useful property of contours that they are 
composed of connected points. Another method is to 
divide the contours into small line s e g m t s ,  convat 
them into TIN(Triangulated Irregular Network) struchrre 
by triangulating them, and interpolate s m t h  surfaces 
fnm each triangle 151. Due to its useful p r o d e s ,  TIN 
is used by m s t  of conrmercial GIs. A problem of TIN 
method is that when we vectorke the contours, some 
information loss is inevitable. Also it needs solution for 
each of four subproblems which are not trivial [61, and 

whose mplmntation is hard. Another method chooses 
the most reliable vertical or horizontal line, and 
intaplates heights of all the points on that line [71. It 
repeats the same process until all the points determine 
their heights. 

In this p a w ,  we pment a new method which 
efficiently reconstructs 3-D terrain from contour map 
The height of an interior point between two neighboring 
contours is defined by a linear interpolation formula 
whose variables are the heights of those contours and 
distance from that point to the contours The distance is 
length of the shortest path from the point to the contour 
which never crosses any other contour. We believe that 
this definition is reasonable for various situations existing 
in the actual maps. Our algorithm is based on the 
distance transformation algorithm proposed by Borgefors. 
To co-te the distance for all the interior points 
s i m u l ~ u s l y ,  we modify Borgefors's algorithm Since 
the distance transformation algorithm is a raster-based 
algorithm which requires simple arithmetic operations, our 
algorithm has some advantages of being fast and easy to 
implement. The e m m e n t a l  results show that the terrain 
reconstructed by our algorithm faithfully preserves the 
information c o n h e d  i&iicitly in contour map. 

Section 2 formulates the reconstruction problem and 
Section 3 describes our algorithm to compute the distance 
from interior points to neighboring contours. Experimntal 
results are shown in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the 
paper. 

2. FORMULATION OF HEIGHT 
INTERPOLATION PROBLEM 

Contours d n g  on the conventional pper  map 
comprise many layers and the outer contour completely 
encloses the inner ones. A contour forms a closed curve, 
and all the points on a contour have the same height 
The difference between heights of two neighboring 
contours is constant. The height of an interior point lying 
between two neighboring contours has a value between 
the height values of those contours. 

The reconstructed height of an interior point must 
satisfy some W r t a n t  properties in order to pmduce a 
pleasant tenain, though the exact solution does not exist. 
First, height of an interior point must be decided 
according to how much it is close to the inner and outer 
contour. For exanple, if an interior point is very close to 
the inner contour and far from the outer contour, the 
height of this point must be close to that of the inner 
.contour. Second, the reconstructed terrain must be m t h  
such that there exists no spike or pit. Third, in 
proceeding to inner contour from outer one, the height 
must continuously increase or decrease. 

The main point in our reconstruction problem of 3-D 
terrain data from contour map is to define mthematically 



how much an interior point is dose to two neighboring 
contours. The definition shculd satisfy above properties 
on quality of the reconstructed tarain, and shculd lead to 
a good computational efficiency. 

Considering above mmrks, we define the distance 
from an interior point to a neighboring contour as length 
of the shortest path which connects the point and the 
contour and never cross any other contour. 

Now we define some tams, and by using these we 
can define the height intaplation form& In F ' i  1, 
an outer contour is termed as &, and an i m  one as 
C,. The height of & and C, is h and Bn, 
respectively. An interior point whose height we want to 
knowis tamedasP .Thed i s t ance f romPto&and  
C, is h and a,, respectively. 

Figure 1. Some tams used in height 
interpolation f m h  

Then, the height at P is defined by usual linear 
intaplation formula as below. 

3. DISTANCE COMPUTATION 

When we formulate the reconstruction problem as 
above, the most difficult problem is how to compute h 
and W, the distance from an interior point to two 
neighboring contours. Our idea is to use the distance 
transformation algorithm for the canputation of D d  and 
a, Distance transformation is a rasterbased o m t i o n  
that transforms an image consisting of object pix& and 
non-object pixels into the image in which the non-object 
pixel has the distance value to the nearest object pixel. 
We use Borgefon's algorithm [81 with SOITE 
d i c a t i o n s  to be suitable to our application In this 
section, we first describe briefly the Borgefors's distance 
transformation algorithm and then describe our algorithm 
for compltation of the distance which is based on 
Borpefon's algorithm Also, we analyze the computational 
and mmry efficiency of our algorithm 

3.1 BORGEFORS'S DISTANCE 
TRANSFORMATION ALGORITHM 

Borgdon's distance transformation algorithm is 
described as follows The algorithm makes an initial 
image I in which object pixels are set to 0 (it mans that 
the distance is 0) and non-object pixels to L (it means 
the infinite distance). For L, a sufficiently large value is 
used To compute the distance from non-object pixels to 
the nearest objat pixel the algorithm uses two masks 
shown in F i  2. In these masks, pixel rep-esented by 
0 is center pixel and value of other pixels is local 
distance to the center pixel (a=l and b= a). 

Performing a forward scanning on the initial image I 
and then performing a backward scanning on the result 
image, the process of distance transformation is 
comleeted During raster scanning, forward mask is 

Forward rrask Backward mask 
F m  2. Distance transformation masks 

&ed from left top to right bottom on image, and 
backwad mask is applied from right bottom to left top. 
During scanning, value of the currcnt pixel is replaced by 
the minimum value among five values obtained by adding 
the mask values and the comqmnding pixel values of 
the image. A pseudo code for the algorithm is as follows. 

Forwardscanning: 
for j =  2,...,YRES- 1 &I 
for i = 2, ... , XRES - 1 do 

I[il[jl = minimum (I[i+xl[j+yl+F€xl[yl) 
( w E F  

Backward scanning : 
for j = YRES - 1, ... , 2 do 
for i = XRES - 1, ... , 2 do 

I[ilbl = minimum (I[i+xl~j+yl+B[xl[yl) 
( W E B  

XRES and YRES is the image resolution, Ilil[jl is the 
value of pixel at the position (ij). (yy) is p i t ion  of a 
Pxel in the mask (-lLxi=.l, - 1 i y i l ) .  FIxl[yl and 
B[xl[yl is the local distance (0, +1, or +\rZ ) at a 
position (yy) in forward mask and backward mask, 
reswtively. 

3.2 ALGORITHM FOR DISTANCE 
COMPUTATION 

As shown in Figure 1, our problem is to cornprte both 
of D, and for all the interior points P between every ~ of neighboring contours So cur problem is more 
comlex than the ptre distance transformation pnblem 
We should modify Bcngefors's algorithm to be suitable to 
our p b l e m  The difficulty in applying Borgefors's 
algorithm to the problem for compltation of the distance 
k t  and W is illustrated in Figure 3. In case of contours 
in this figure, the distance from P to & has been 
defined as h in Section 2. However, if we designate 
only the points on G,,, as object pixel, L' is complted 
as the distance by Borgefors's algorithm Also if we 
designate all the points on Cad and Cjn as object pixel 
&" is computed as the distance. Thus we need to 
define t h e  kinds of pixel. 

The points on CL are set to value 0 as object pixel 
the interior points between & and C, set to L 
(sufficiently large value) as non-object pixel, and the 
points on Gin set to W (L+l) as wall pixel. W-pixels play 
the role as a wall which the path should not cross. We 
use rnaximum integer value a pixel can have for W and 
W-1 for L For exarriple, if one byte per pixel is used. W 
is '255 and L is 254. 

F i  3. Difficulty in applying Ekrgefors's 
algorithm to our mblem 



Till now, we consider the procedure for only one pair 
of neighboring contours 6i-G. If Lt and D,, is 
sepntely computed for each contour pair, cwta t ional  
time is -red so much in case that many contours 
exist because number of image xmnings is excessively 
large So we should design an algorithm which comwtes 
D, and Dn concurrently for every pair of neighboring 
contours with a constant number of image xmnings. For 
this, we make an initial huge  as follows. In Figure 4, 
contours with odd numbas (i.e, Cl, G, G) are initialized 
to 0, contours with even numbers to W, and all the 
interior mints in the image to L After initialization, we 
perform the forward scanning and backwad scanning on 
the initial irmge as shown in the following ccde. (To 
avoid the floating-mint comcutations we use 3 and 4 
instead of 1 and fl for a and b in the mask, 
reswtively.) 

Forward scanning : 
for j = 2, ... , YRES - 1 do 
for i = 2, ... , XRES - 1 do 

if (I[il[jlSw) 
I[i][j]= minimum (I[i+xl[j+yl + Flxl[yl)) 

(x.y)€F AND I[i+xl[j+yl+W 

Backward scanning : 
for j = YRES - 1, ... , 2 do 
for i = X R E  - 1. ... . 2 do - - . . 

if ( I [~I~~I*W) 
I[illjl= minimum (I[i+xlE+yl + B[xl[yl)) 

(x.y)€B AND Bi+xllj+yl+W 

In the result image, interior points in Ri with even 
number for i have the value L to G-1, and interior 
mints in Ri with odd number for i have the value D, to 
C,. For example, interior mints in Rq have the value D, 
to C3 and interior mints in R3 have the value Dn to G 

F i  4. Example contours for desuibing our 
algorithm 

Now, we exchange the role of contours with cdd 
number and ones with even number. That is, contours 
with even number (i.e, G, Cz, and Cq) are initialized to 0, 
contours with odd number to W, and all the intaior 
points to L Then we paform the forward scanning and 
backward sfannint?. to the initialized image. In the result 
image, intenor mints in R with odd number for i have 
the value & to C-1, and interior points in R with even 
number for i have the value Dn to C. 

We should al,w mention the followings in describing 
our algonthrn F~rst, all contours should be 4-connected 
If they are not, the complted distance is not guaranteed 
to be to the neighboring contours because the wall pixel 
cannot play its role properly. Second as shown in Figure 
4, outermost contour is broken into several segments, and 
outermost and innemst contours have only one 
neighbor. So they must be handled spxially. We assign 
same value to the segments belonging to a contour. Also, 

in case that the neighboring contour is only one, we pit 
a point (in Figure 4, reprexnted by *) at a suitable 
position with a suitable height This point is treated as 
another neighboring contour. 

3.3 EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS 

T i  and memory efficiencies of our algorithm are 
analyzed as follows 

(1) Timing efficiency 

To compute Dn and Dd of all the interior points, we 
repeat twice a same sequence of the pwesys: 
initialization, forward scanning, and backward scanrung. 
In each of the initialization, forward scanning and 
backward scanning, one image scanning is needed Thus 
six image scannings are performed totally. In addition, 
extm scannings (such as scanning for assigning identity 
number to each contour) are needed about three times 
Thus by less than ten image scannings, Dn and Dd for 
all the interior pints are computed This number of 
image scannings is independent on number of input 
contours. All the o p t i o n s  perfomwxl during an imae  
scanning are simple ones such as assignment of initial 
values, comparison and addition of integer numbas. Aftcr 
obtaining Dn and Dab to compute the heght of an 
interior pint, only simple floating-mint opmtions (in the 
interplation formula in Section 2, one floating-mint 
division, one multiplication, and one addition) are need& 
Concluding, our algorithm has hgh computational 
efficiency because only f d  number of image scannings, 
sirnple integer omtions,  and limited number of 
floating-point opaations are needed 

(2) M m r y  efficiency 

In our algorithm to store the computed J3,, and k t ,  

two 2-dimsional anays with suw size as the inplt 
image I are needed Also small m u n t  of additional 
nmmy is needed 

Image capturing and contour extraction are p e r f o h  
on IBM PC/@ computer. F i  5(a) shows an examde 
image input by a scanner from an actual pper map. A 
pper map for Choqju city located southwest in Korea 
with scale of 1:25,000 is used for our aperhmt. The 
size of inplt area in m p  is about 2.5cm*2.5cm Actual 
area is a part of surrounding region of Choqju city 
whose size is about 0.6km*0.6km 
Since original image is a color image, we m t e  

RGB component images by using Photmtyler image 
editing sofhvarr, and select a commnent image which 
best pmsemes contour lines while keeping other symbols 
to the mi- Figure 5(a) shows the image obtained 
by above procedure. From this image, we remove letters 
and symbols, and connect the broken contour lines. 
One-pixel thick contour lines are obtained by && 
the SPTA thinning algorithm [9]. The p o s ~ s s i n g  for 
contour lines to have 4-conneCtivity is performed The 
result image is shown in Figure 5(b). 

The proposed monstruction algorithm is unplanted 
in C language under SUN SPARC station 10. figure 5(c) 
shows the 3-D tenain reconstructed by our algorithm in 
meshed form In this figure, we can see that the peak at 
215m a p p x s  axrectly near center of the image Another 
peak a m  at right below of the center pak. Several 
areas can be also seen like a valley at top right abrupt 



descent a t  middle left, and planar region at  bottom 
middle. 

To illustrate the exact form of the reconstructed 
tenain, we overlap the sectional shapes for three 
horizontal lines on the corresponding positions in F i  
5(d). This figure shows that the reconstructed terrain 
pmmves faithfully the terrain information implicitly 
amraring on the contour map 

(a) inplt map image (295*288 spatial resolution) 

(b) extracted contax mar, image 

I 

(c) m h e d - f m  display of reconstructed 3-D terrain 

(d) cross-sectional display of reconstruded 
3-D terrain 

Figure 5. Reconstrwtion of 3-D tenain 
from contour map. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We propose an efficient rasterbased algorithm for 
monstruction of 3-D terrain frrm contour map extracted 
from a 2-D p a p  map. The algorithm paform a f i  
number of image scannings, and p c r f m  only simple 
cowtat ions during image scanning. Also, e . t a l  
results show that the m n s t r u c t d  tenains peserve 
faithfully the m a i n  information a- W c i t l y  on 
contour maps. 

There are some further research topics such as  
automatic extraction of contours, and aukmatic 
assignrent of numbas and height values to the extracted 
contours, the reconstructed tamins at their 
c o m n  boundaries after separately reconstructing them 
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